Learning Preview Clarence Class
Summer Term 2

Arts Week – The Olympics!

Dates: 6th – 10th June
How our learning will link to Clarence class children’s lives, interests and experiences
 The Olympic Games are starting soon in Rio de Janeiro! The children were excited to
see the Olympic torch relay and all the countries from around the world that are going
to compete. We will be learning about Brazil and the children have asked to learn
about China as we have some Chinese experts in our class.
How our learning will link to the wider world
As the week continues we will focus on China and the artwork that is produced there. We will
be learning about the Chinese flag, making our own talismans and pottery designs. We will
also have a look around each classroom to find out which country they have been learning
about.

Art Outside
Find some natural
materials outside. Can
you make a pattern with
them? Is it repeating?
Is it symmetrical?

Understanding the

ART GALLERY

World
Think about a country
taking part in the
Olympics. What flag do

they have? What colours
do they wear? What

Come and see what we
have been learning in our
art gallery Friday just
before pick up time at
2.45pm

language do they speak?

Ideas
Challenge: What is the name of the fastest 100 metre runner in the Olympics? How fast
does he run? What country is he from?
Make your own Olympic course outside – Throw a javelin, run along a track or find out how
many times you can cycle around a track.
We have been learning about Brazilian carnivals. Can you make a celebration song using
instruments at home?

Learning Preview Heartwood Class
Summer Term 2

Arts Week

Dates: 6th – 10th June
How our learning will link to Clarence class children’s lives, interests and experiences
 The Olympic Games are starting soon in Rio de Janeiro! The children were excited to
see the Olympic torch relay and all the countries from around the world that are going
to compete. We will be learning about Brazil and the children have asked to learn
about Australia as we have some Australian experts in our class.
How our learning will link to the wider world
As the week continues we will focus on Australia and the artwork that is produced there. We
will be learning about the Australian flag, making our own aboriginal art and pottery designs.
We will also have a look around each classroom to find out which country they have been
learning about.

Art Outside
Find some natural
materials outside. Can
you make a pattern with
them? Is it repeating?
Is it symmetrical?

Understanding the

ART GALLERY

World
Think about a country
taking part in the
Olympics. What flag do
they have? What colours
do they wear? What

Come and see what we
have been learning in our
art gallery Friday just
before pick up time at
2.45pm

language do they speak?

Ideas
Challenge: What is the name of the fastest 100 metre runner in the Olympics? How fast
does he run? What country is he from?
Make your own Olympic course outside – Throw a javelin, run along a track or find out how
many times you can cycle around a track.
We have been learning about Brazilian carnivals. Can you make a celebration song using
instruments at home?

Learning Preview Verulam Class
Summer Term 2 2016

Arts Week

Dates – WB 6th June 2016

Mr Wilson
Supported by Mrs Randall

How our learning will link to Verulam class children’s lives, interests and experiences
 The Olympic Games are starting soon in Rio de Janeiro! The children were excited to
watch a Brazilian Carnival and have begun to create art inspired by the Olympic rings and
Carnival masks
 The week will be focused on the Olympic Games. Each class will look closely at a country
and focus on the Arts created there. We will also be looking at the different continents
of the World and will produce our own artwork inspired by these. The week will culminate
with a grand exhibition highlighting our learning.
How our learning will link to the wider world
 Our class focus will be Pakistan; we will be learning to create symmetrical patterns
inspired by Islamic tiles and Mendhi patterns which relate to creating doubles in Maths
 We will be looking at Pakistani ‘Truck Art’ and using its motifs and bold colours to inspire
our own artwork
 We will watch a dance from Pakistan and learn to move in time to a beat as we use a few
simple moves to create our own dance
Understanding the World
Think about a country
taking part in the
Olympics. What flag do
they have? What colours
do they wear? What
language do they speak?

Art Outside

Art

Find some natural
materials outside. Can
you make a pattern with
them? Is it repeating? Is
it symmetrical?

Come and see what we
have been learning in Arts
week by visiting the
Verulam Art Gallery, from
2:45 p.m. on Friday 10th
June.

Ideas
Challenge: What is the name of the fastest 100 metre runner in the Olympics? How fast does
he run? What country is he from?
Make your own Olympic course outside – Throw a javelin, run along a track or find out how
many times you can cycle around a track.
We have been learning about Brazilian carnivals. Can you make a celebration song using
instruments at home?

